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 is the coolest friend a kid could want!Mister P. Arthur is certainly fed up with his young brother
Liam obtaining all the attention from their parents because he's a little bit different from other
kids. Arthur simply wants a normal family and a normal life, where he is able to play soccer and
go out with friends -- without Liam constantly being so embarrassing. Simply when Arthur can't
consider it any longer, Mister P. -- a polar bear with a suitcase -- shows up. He doesn't chat,
and Arthur is normally scared of him at first. (He is a polar bear, after all! But before he will go,
he helps as just a polar bear can. In fact, Mister P. is lots of fun, and also gets along with Liam.
Still, Mister P. He includes Arthur to school and soccer, and makes existence an adventure!.) But
he isn't harmful. can't stay forever.. leading Arthur to observe his brother in a complete new
way.
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 Absolutely love the bear and can't wait to read about Mr P's following adventureAmazing
examine for all ages Wonderful fundamental message for all of us to learn from about seeing
that uniqueness and differences in people can easily enrich us as an individual.
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